
COMP110 - Optional Worksheet 03 Name: PID:

1. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram then answer the questions that follow. In each
frame on the stack, remember to include a space for the return address and return value, if any.

1 class Review {

2 score: number;

3

4 constructor(s: number) {

5 this.score = s;

6 }

7 }

8

9 class Rating {

10 reviews: Review[];

11

12 constructor(a1: Review, a2: Review){

13 this.reviews = [a2, a1];

14 }

15

16 biasedAverage(): number {

17 let output = 20;

18 for(let i=0; i < this.reviews.length; i++){

19 output += this.reviews[i].score;

20 }

21 return output / (this.reviews.length + 2);

22 }

23 }

24

25 export let main = async () => {

26 let a = new Review(6.5);

27 let alpine = new Rating(a, new Review(8.3));

28 print(alpine.biasedAverage());

29 // Pause Here

30 };

31

32 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program at the moment it is paused on line 29. If
a question is asked about a name that has not been
initialized, then respond with undefined.

1.1 How many constructor frames have been added
to the stack?

1.2 From any given Review’s constructor frame, is
this.score a reference type or a value type?

1.3 From biasedAverage’s frame, what is the type
of the value this?

1.4 From main’s frame, what is the type of
alpine.reviews?

1.5 What is the printed output of this program
once it completes?
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2. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram then answer the questions that follow. In each
frame on the stack, remember to include a space for the return address and return value, if any.

1 class Vec {

2 x: number = 0;

3 y: number = 0;

4 z: number = 0;

5

6 constructor(a: number, b: number, c: number) {

7 this.x = a;

8 this.y = b;

9 this.z = c;

10 }

11

12 dot(a: Vec): number {

13 print(this.x);

14 return this.x * a.x + this.y * a.y + this.z *

a.z;

15 }

16 }

17

18 export let main = async() => {

19 let a = new Vec(1, 3, -2);

20 let b = new Vec(5, 1, 4);

21

22 let aDot = a.dot(b);

23 let anotherDot = b.dot(a);

24

25 print(aDot);

26 print(anotherDot);

27 // Pause Here

28 };

29

30 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program at the moment the evaluation is paused at
line 27. If a question is asked about a name that has
not been initialized, then respond with undefined.

2.1 How many Vec objects are on the heap?

2.2 From main’s frame, use name resolution to look
up the value of a? What is its type?

2.3 From main’s frame, use name resolution to look
up the value of a.z? What is its type?

2.4 From main’s frame, use name resolution to look
up the value of vecOne? What is the value?

2.5 What is the printed output after the main func-
tion completes?
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3. Given the class definition of a Sim provided below, complete the following:

1 class Sim {

2 name: string;

3 age: number;

4 isHappy: boolean = true;

5 hunger: number = 50;

6 }

3.1 Write a constructor for the Sim class that takes in and sets up the name and age values.

3.2 Write a method for the Sim class called bday that increases the Sim’s age by one, turns its isHappy value
to true, and decreases its hunger value by 30. You should imagine that this method would be written within
the class definition.

3.3 Write a function for the Sim class called bday that takes in a Sim and increases its age by one, turns its
isHappy value to true, and decreases its hunger value by 30.
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